**JOHNSON CASE PUT OVER TERM BY JUDGE BOYCE**

The commission spent two years inspecting a number of sites. Finally, about four days.

\[\text{Combined Exercises for the 1878} \]

**MIDSON CORPORATION FORMED HERE—TO OPERATE ADIRONDACK HOTEL.**

Will be held in the town hall, in Tupper lake. Friday, June 9 from 9 to 12 o'clock.

**Established 1878**

The memorial will cost $75,000.

**General hospital, in Tupper lake,**

The memorial will cost $75,000.

**C. C. Noble to Speak**

**District Attorney Opposes Action—Samson Case Is Dismissed After Trial**

The memorial will cost $75,000.

**The **

The memorial will cost $75,000.

**For State Road to Chestertown**

The memorial will cost $75,000.